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Abstract 
 
We have modified and integrated the UK Forestry Commission windthrow risk model 
ForestGALES with TASS-III, to represent windthrow losses in uniform stands in various 
harvest scenarios. In this project we completed the planned objectives and activities: 1) 
modified ForestGALES_BC to better represent tree-tree variability in wind loading and 
resistance by adding random error functions related to the regression standard error of the 
estimate; 2) better captured the effect of variable retention and canopy gaps on wind 
fields experienced by residual trees by recalibrating our VRFETCH index to field data, 
and by comparing the behaviour of this variable to results from large eddy simulation; 3) 
validated and refined the model using datasets from STEMS I and from Western Forest 
Products partial cuts on Vancouver Island. The resulting ForestGALES_BC code has 
been prepared in a format for direct inclusion in the TASS III growth and yield model. 
 
Introduction 
 
Predicting and minimizing windthrow in partial harvest prescriptions continues to be a 
significant challenge for forest managers in BC. Managers need decision-support tools 
that enable them to evaluate the potential windthrow outcomes of different cutblock 
design scenarios and in complex stands. Integrating windthrow predictions with growth 
and yield modeling will enable more realistic projections of overstory and understory 
growth and yield. 
 
Since 2005 we have been working with the United Kingdom (UK) Forestry Commission 
and the BCMOFR Decision Support group to update and localize the mechanistic 
windthrow risk model ForestGALES and integrate it with TIPSY/TASS (Mitchell 1975). 
ForestGALES is a non-spatial model that predicts the critical wind speed for tree failure 
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and the probability of this critical wind speed in even-aged stands. We have updated 
ForestGALES by adding mechanical properties of BC conifers from our winching and 
wind tunnel studies and have added local equations for stem and crown characteristics 
(Rudnicki et al. 2004, Byrne 2005).  We have also developed an interface, WINDFIRM, 
which characterizes within-opening wind exposure due to fetch and boundary orientation. 
We have linked WINDFIRM with TASS-III to account for windthrow propagation and to 
add directional and spatial components to ForestGALES_BC (Di Lucca et al. 2007, 
Gardiner et al. 2008). These improvements set the stage for windthrow prediction in 
complex stands for partial harvesting scenarios. 
 
In our research, we have previously identified several components of the 
ForestGALES_BC model that need improvement to more accurately represent the 
variability of wind loading and resistance on a tree-to-tree basis. These modifications are 
necessary to realistically represent damage propagation in complex stands during peak 
wind events. Representation of wind loading and resistance for individual trees in 
ForestGALES is currently deterministic – based on empirically derived regressions that 
use crown and stem mass as predictors. Two approaches were used to better represent 
tree-tree variability. (1) We incorporated the error associated with the local equations to 
represent the variability in among trees of the same size. The dendrometric functions used 
to calculate stem and crown mass from TASS derived tree size attributes were also 
adjusted to better reflect variability in size-mass relationships. These refinements have 
reduced the deterministic nature of the model. (2) Through our collaborations with 
international windthrow research groups, we have access to new information sources on 
wind behaviour in partial cuts and complex stands, including field and wind tunnel 
studies and results of large eddy simulations (LES). We have adjusted these functions to 
refine the upwind wind-field and improve model sensitivity to loss of neighbouring trees. 
 
ForestGALES_BC is a complex mechanistic model and to properly test the model we 
will use validation datasets for stands from a variety of sites and under varied partial 
harvesting regimes. We have access to variable retention monitoring datasets produced 
by Weyerhaeuser Limited (now Western Forest Products Ltd.), and long term BCMOFR 
silviculture system experiments and will use these for validation. We compared expected 
outcomes from the model with actual outcomes and conducted sensitivity analyses of 
input parameters and functions to improve predictive accuracy.  
 
An executable is set up to incorporate regularly updated and validated versions of the 
ForestGALES_BC and WINDFIRM models in TASS-III. The user can specifiy stand and 
harvest design conditions via the TASS-III interface. Trees that are overturned or broken 
are deleted from the tree list and are identified in the TASS stand visualization screen. 
This provides managers with a very interactive way of evaluating the windfirmness of 
different cutblock design scenarios. 
 
The long term objectives for our research program are to understand the biology and 
mechanics and ecological consequences of windthrow, and to develop accurate predictive 
models of windthrow probability and impacts for common BC forest types and harvesting 
scenarios. We developed these spatial modelling tools to integrate with the BC Ministry 
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of Forest and Range growth and yield model TASS III to enable managers to evaluate the 
windfirmness of different cutblock design scenarios. 
 
In this project we: 1) modified ForestGALES_BC to enable better representation of tree 
to tree variability in wind loading and resistance; 2) captured the effects of variable 
retention within upwind canopy gaps on the wind-field that is imposed on residual trees; 
3) validated and refined the resulting model using datasets from field monitoring in 
partial harvesting areas in complex stands along the BC coast. 
 
Methods 
 
In our recent research, we have identified several components of the ForestGALES_BC 
model that need improvement to more accurately represent the variability of wind loading 
and resistance on a tree-tree basis. These improvements are necessary to better 
characterize damage propagation through stands during strong wind events, particularly 
as stand heterogeniety increases. We used two approaches to better represent tree-tree 
variability.  
 
Firstly, representation of wind loading and resistance for individual trees in 
ForestGALES is deterministic and is based on empirically derived regressions that use 
crown and stem mass as predictors. These functions have been updated from tree 
winching and wind tunnel experiments for BC tree species (Rudnicki et al. 2004, Byrne 
2005, Byrne and Mitchell 2007). For example, the results of the tree winching 
experiments were used to empirically derive regressions that predict stem mass from tree 
height and diameter, and critical resistive turning moment from stem mass. Experimental 
error exists, in the estimation of the input parameter - stem mass, and in the estimation of 
critical resistive turning moment. Similarly, empirically derived regressions are used to 
estimate parameters such as crown area, crown mass and crown loading due to wind. The 
errors associated with the parameter estimates and model predictions are not represented 
in the current version of ForestGALES_BC. By using the error terms from these 
regressions to introduce greater tree-to-tree variability in otherwise similar members of 
the TASS derived tree-list, we will more accurately represent the true variability in 
physical tree attributes (“dendrometrics”) and individual tree windfirmness.  
 
Secondly, in the current version of our model, the effects of upwind stand conditions are 
represented by the variable VRFetch. VRFetch is a measure of the upwind distance 
across an opening, weighted in proportion to the percentage of canopy removed. In our 
tree-level empirical modelling, we have found this variable to be strongly related to the 
likelihood of individual tree windthrow in partially harvested stands (Scott 2005, Scott 
and Mitchell 2005). VRFetch is a simple representation of upwind conditions, and is not 
sufficiently sensitive to represent local wind fields and how they change as damage 
propagates through a stand. Through our work and through collaborations with 
international windthrow research groups, we have access to new information sources on 
wind behaviour in partial cuts and complex stands, including field and wind tunnel 
studies and results of large eddy simulations (Clark and Mitchell 2007, Clark et al. 2007). 
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Results from these studies were used to calculate new gust factors and compared to the 
upwind gust factors which are currently calculated using VRFetch. 
 
ForestGALES_BC-WINDFIRM is a complex model and must be tested against observed 
outcomes to gauge model accuracy. We have been testing model predictions against 
outcomes in the STEMS I and II silviculture system trials in uniform stands. We need to 
extend this validation to more complex stands on a wider range of sites. Western Forest 
Products (WFP) has offered several years worth of field data from their variable retention 
monitoring program on Vancouver Island for us to use in model validation. Access to this 
dataset enables validation over a wider range of forest stand types and sites.  Cutblock 
boundaries and reserve locations were obtained in pdf format and then digitized. Tree-
lists were built using TASS simulated stands which represent the age and species mix for 
the area. The stand and boundary data were run through WINDFIRM for calculation of 
fetch and canopy density variables, and then passed to ForestGALES_BC for calculation 
of tree-level loading and resistance.  Multiple input wind speeds were modelled to test a 
range of wind speeds for the area represented by meteorological station data and 
numerical wind model outputs. 
 
Collectively, these modifications improved the model’s ability to represent the variability 
of windthrow within complex stands. They have also demonstrated how 
ForestGALES_BC can be used to integrate new data and identify areas for further 
research. The improved model replaces the current version in TASS III and an executable 
has been written to allow TASS developers to easily update the TASS III with these 
changes. 
 
Our program of research was conducted in collaboration with the BC Ministry of Forest 
and Range Decision Support group, and the UK Forestry Commission windthrow 
research group. Data standards and protocols for linking ForestGALES_BC with TASS 
are consistent with the requirements of the BCMOFR. We have re-written the 
ForestGALES source code originally provided by the UK Forestry Commission and have 
made a number of improvements to the quality of input data, functions and model 
structure. We have reviewed these refinements with Dr. Barry Gardiner, who developed 
the original ForestGALES model and who leads the UK group. In turn, members of Dr. 
Gardiner’s research team are integrating TASS with LiDAR remote sensing as an 
additional method of producing tree lists which can then be assembled by WINDFIRM 
(Suarez and Gardiner 2007). The WINDFIRM spatial interface that we have developed is 
novel and converts ForestGALES from a non-spatial to a spatial model and sets up the 
capacity to model damage propagation. At a workshop of international ForestGALES 
developers held following the IUFRO Wind and Trees workshop in August 2007, it was 
agreed that our WINDFIRM interface will be used by members of this community as we 
collectively refine local models. Along with members of this group we have authored a 
manuscript that describes the current state of mechanistic models (Gardiner et al. 2008).  
To follow-up on this collaboration we presented these recent advances at the Windthrow 
Researchers Workshop in Roslyn, Scotland at the UK Forestry Commission in October 
2008. 
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Results 
 
Several runs of WindFIRM were conducted on treelists defined by cutblock boundaries 
and retention patterns from STEMS to test the effect of error functions in 
ForestGALES_BC calculations (Figure 1).  The “mechanistic” bars show the number of 
stems windthrown by diameter class without the error functions activated.  The 
“stochastic” bars show the results for repeated trials using the same wind input variables. 
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Figure 1.  Results for dispersed treatment at STEMS using both mechanistic 
(deterministic) and stochastic (variability due to error functions).  
 
The wind speed used for these trials was 23 m/s (83 km/h) at 135 degrees.  This reflects 
the mean peak monthly wind speeds and directions recorded at the Comox, BC airport. 
 
Block R917 in Western Forest Products operating area in central Vancouver Island was 
also used to test the model on different cutblock openings and patch retention areas.  
Since this block is farther inland than the STEMS area and not as exposed to wind speeds 
as they are recorded at Comox a range of wind speeds were simulated using both 
mechanistic and stochastic trials.  Figure 2 shows the results for 19 m/s (68 km/h), Figure 
3 shows the results for 21 m/s (76 km/h) and Figure 4 shows the results for 23 m/s. 
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Figure 2. Windthrow results for both deterministic and stochastic trials at 19 m/s. 
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Figure 3. Windthrow results for both deterministic and stochastic trials at 21 m/s. 
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Figure 4. Windthrow results for both deterministic and stochastic trials at 23 m/s. 
 
Gust factors were calculated using equations derived from large eddy simulations (LES) 
in Clark and Mitchell 2007 and compared to the gust factors which are currently assumed 
to be scaled to the proportion of stand damage as predicted by VRFetch (Scott 2005).  
Figure 5 shows the relationship between normalized moments as calculated by the 
empirical VRFetch function and the measured normalized moments for a range of patch 
and gap sizes in the wind tunnel, which represent the same directional VRFetch values 
(Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Comparison of normalized moments calculated by empirical VRFetch functions 
to normalized moments measured in the wind tunnel given the same VRFetch values. 
 
Results from WindFIRM/ForestGALES_BC simulations can now be integrated with 
other spatial layers in ArcMap.  Figure 6 is a visual representation of the windthrown 
stems (yellow dots) in the dispersed retention treatment at STEMS. 
 

 
Figure 6. Individual windthrown trees at STEMS.  
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Western Forest Product’s Block R917 was digitized and then a TASS simulated stand for 
the area was harvested to match the prescription.  Three groups of patches were also 
digitized and thinned with retention levels of 10%, 20% and 30%.  The results of the 
WindFIRM/ForestGALES_BC simulations are shown in Figure 7.  These can be 
compared to the patches of severe windthrow which are outlined in red on the 
orthophoto. 
 

 
Figure 7. Windthrow results for Block R917 north of Sayward. 
 
Discussion 
 
Error functions have now been incorporated into WindFIRM/ForestGALES_BC to 
reflect the variable effect that the empirical functions have on loading and resistance.  
This improves the veracity of the model because the results are no longer completely 
deterministic and allow for a range of outcomes given the same inputs.   
 
VRFetch is currently used in WindFIRM/ForestGALES_BC as a scalar to increase the 
normalize moment based on the proportion of windthrow from stand level windthrow 
surveys.  This project has related wind tunnel studies with measure values of normalized 
moment to VRFetch in the wind tunnel and compared it to the current scalar function.  
The results show that measured normalized moments, given the same VRFetch value in 
the wind tunnel, are higher.  Therefore, the upwind gust factor is currently 
underestimated in the model and needs to be adjusted higher to reflect LES results.  
 
Windthrow is a complex problem and the spatial tools in WindFIRM/ForestGALES_BC 
improve the ability of forest managers to assess the consequences of prescriptions.  The 
model also helps managers and researchers aggregate and understand the interactions of 
tree biology, engineering, meteorology and silviculture systems.  However, more work is 
required to capture other sources of variability and stochasticity such as the effects of 
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windstorms that follow shortly after rainstorms, tree dynamics and tree interactions.  
WindFIRM/ForestGALES_BC can be used as a platform to integrate new research and a 
demonstration of this was presented to an international group of windthrow researchers in 
Roslyn, Scotland in October 2008.  Since then we have also run LiDAR generated tree 
lists with Juan Suarez as part of our collaboration with the UK Forestry Commission.  
 
Conclusions and Management Implications 
 
The development of a spatial tool to assemble and calculate tree, stand and landscape level 
parameters is necessary to help forest managers organize and evaluate windthrow factors 
such as geographic exposure and harvest design. Treatment and/or removal of trees at 
cutblock edges or within retention areas changes stand conditions which, consequently, alter 
wind exposure and risk of failure of residual trees. WINDFIRM permits the simulation of the 
spatial extent of wind exposure and damage while ForestGALES_BC assesses changes in 
individual tree stability due to changes in the wind environment caused by the loss of shelter 
from neighbouring trees. This will permit managers to estimate windthrow damage in 
multiple harvest design scenarios based on the processes of loading and resistance functions 
of individual stems which now account for dendrometric variability. 
 
Through the results of this project and our continuing field monitoring of windthrow, it 
has become clear to us that for cutblock edges, geographic/topographic exposure to wind 
is the most important predictor of windthrow susceptibility, followed by removal level. 
The normalized moments calculated from the LES simulations support that reducing 
fetch across openings, and designing aggregate retentions to account for the initial shelter 
zone and subsequent turbulence zones can help reduce windthrow losses.     
 
The improved windthrow risk models will enable managers to test various cutblock design 
alternatives and quantify potential windthrow losses. ForestGALES_BC and WINDFIRM are 
being incorporated into the TASS-Windthrow modelling tool in a companion FSP-funded 
project and will be available to forest managers when TASS III is launched. 
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